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Abstract - The internet has been enjoying associate more and more vital role in our way of life, with the supply of the many web services comparable to search engines. CAPTCHA (Completely machine driven Public Turing take a look at to inform Computers and Humans Apart) was developed to tell apart between pc programs and human users that was initialized in 1997 and was developed in 2000. The development of CAPTCHA system is to supply artistic and validation tests that may be simply resolved by humans and tough for robot. There area unit four forms of strategies in development CAPTCHA that is that the text primarily based CAPTCHA, CAPTCHA supported image, CAPTCHA based audio and video (based mostly primarily based) CAPTCHA. This type of CAPTCHA had been developed by mistreatment markup language, JavaScript / J question and Cascading vogue Sheets (CSS). Every CAPTCHA has its own techniques to supply security. This paper presents a survey of Optical Character Recognition applications and more focuses on 3 important applications of Optical Character Recognition.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The internet contributes profoundly too many aspects of human life such as communications, Education and online commercial activities etc. Some web services have online registration where the users provide information in order to connect and use services such as email in Yahoo, Gmail and Hotmail. However, many programs have been developed by hackers which automatically complete website registration pages with incorrect information which can cause traffic congestion, minimizing the performance of the system and in some cases, even causing it to fail, particularly where a website has a huge number of accounts. Therefore, researchers developed a mechanism to distinguish between human users and computer programs in the case of online registration. The standard mechanism used currently to address this issue is CAPTCHA (Completely Automated Public Turing Test to Tell Computers and Humans Apart). The concept of CAPTCHA is based on the ability of humans to do certain tasks which computer programs cannot, such as asking users to type a distorted text image or choose a particular picture from many displayed pictures. In recent years, many types of CAPTCHAs have been developed. Some are based on Optical Character Recognition (OCR) such as text CAPTCHA, whereas others are based on Non-Optical Character Recognition (Non-OCR) which uses multimedia, such as voice and video. Some of these types of CAPTCHAs have been broken by new bot programs. For example, a text CAPTCHA can be broken by using the mechanism of segmentation letters. This paper will describe the new types of CAPTCHAs proposed in recent published papers, describe their classifications, comparing between CAPTCHA based on weakness and strength of them. To avoid above problems we are introducing the concept to achieve new security primitive called Click based video Captcha which avoids the OCR problem as user is presented with video and ask to click on any point at any time on any instant and the RGB points, xyz axis and current time is taken and the same video is provided to user next time and asked to click on the same points clicked earlier and if the user clicks the same point authentication is done and if the points clicked does not match with the old points authentication is failed. We understand the complexity of exact point clicking so we are using +10 and -10 points around the pixel point clicked[1],[2],[3],[5],[8],[7],[10],[12],[15].

1.1 Literature Survey

1996 Moni Noar steered the utilization of an automatic Turing check to differentiate between human users and bots. 1997 Andrei Broder et al. developed a mechanism to differentiate between human users and pc programs and additionally within the same year, the Altavista web site used this methodology to dam larva programs from getting into by displaying a distorted English word to the user and asking the user to repeat it 2002 Broder declared that a CAPTCHA system had been in situ for over year that had reduced the quantity of spam advertising URLs by over ninety fifth 2000 term CAPTCHA was coined by the team junction rectifier by Manuel Blum and Luis von Ahn at Carnegie Mellon University 2003 Barid and Monica Chew from Golden State designed the Baffle text CAPTCHA 2004 the Yahoo web site used an easy version of the EZ-Gimpy methodology Isoroku Yamamoto, Tygar & Nishigaki designed a Strangeness in Sentences CAPTCHA. This methodology relies on the flexibility of humans to differentiate natural sentences created by humans from machine-translated sentences. The pc shows the user several sentences that are a mix of natural and machine-translated sentences and asks the user to pick out the one that is formed by a personality’s. Each natural sentences (NS) created by humans and therefore the Non-Grammatical sentences (NG) created by a MT program are collected by this methodology. NS are collected from paper media love newspapers, magazines and books that is healthier than extracting them from the net as a result of automatic programs will simply hunt for sentences on the net and utilize them within the SS-CAPTCHA when recognizing them,
whereas Non-Grammatical is created by translating natural sentences from a non-mother-tongue into a mother-tongue language victimization machine-translation programs. This approach needs the user to be good within the English and is so not appropriate for non-English speakers. The Pic CAPTCHA uses an oversized info pictures} and animated images of everyday objects love dogs, flowers etc. The user is shown four completely different photos of identical object and is needed to a word to point the item or thought to that all pictures belong. Bin B. Zhu enforced the Captcha as Graphical arcana-A New Security Primitive supported exhausting AI Problems. This authentication system relies on Animal Grid and click on text which might be employed in smartphone still as desktop computers. Hossein Nejati enforced the DeepCAPTCHA: a picture CAPTCHA supported Depth Perception. During this system half-dozen pictures totally different of various} objects and different sizes of pictures is employed and user task is to order these pictures in terms of their relative size. Hadyn Ellis enforced the Science behind Pass faces. during this system 3x3 grid is employed. User conjointly uses the human faces or a numerical input device worth this worth is corresponds to the faces on the grid. In this a minimum of three to seven faces user ought to choose for login method. However during this system needed login time are often increased if user selects additional passfaces. P. R. Devalle enforced Cued Click Points with Click Draw primarily based Graphical Password. During this system increasing security victimization secret drawing especially image throughout authentication process. Correct Arcanum or incorrect Arcanum is displayed once final click. Pankaja Patil enforced Graphical password authentication victimization persuasive cued click purpose. During this system once filling the shape user will choose user define image or system outline image at that time user ought to click any pixels within the pictures as click purpose to form graphical arcana. Throughout creation of arcana one read port that’s willy-nilly positioned on the image User conjointly change this read port if user doesn’t need that read port. Read port are often modified victimization Shuffle. Throughout registration phase user has got to click five purpose at intervals that read port and at a login time sequence should be in correct order If the user is not registered then user has to create an account by giving username and password. And according to that password, user will get a new Captcha challenge every time. By clicking on correct points user can login. Then Authenticated server receives password of particular account and calculate its hash value using algorithm like SHA-1.

This can be referred to as CAPTCHA-based secret Authentication (CbPA). CbPA counters on-line lexicon attack. Specifies finding CAPTCHA challenge when coming into a legitimate try of user id and secret unless valid browser cookies received. If invalid browser cookie is received the user has sure immovableness to unravel CAPTCHA challenge before being had to derive access. AN improvisation on ChpA-protocols propose ring states that only if the amount off ailed login tries for the account exceeds a threshold a CAPTCHA are applied and storing cookies solely on user-safe machines. any improved in, atiny low threshold is applied for unsuccessful login tries from unknown machines however an oversized threshold for unsuccessful tries from machines with previous prospering logins among given timeframe. Recognition primarily based graphical passwords were additionally utilized in, wherever text captcha is displayed below every image. User locates his/her own pass – pictures and enters the characters at specific location of captcha below even for every pass image those specific very pass-image as his / her secret throughout authentication for every pass image those specific locations were designated throughout secret creation as a part of the secret[2],[3],[5],[6],[10].

1.3 Proposed System

CaRP is each a Captcha and a graphical Arcanum theme. CaRP addresses variety of security issues altogether, such as on-line idea attacks, relay attacks, and, if combined with dual-view technologies, shoulder-surfing attacks. Our graphical Arcanum system relies on text password and graphical Arcanum. For made login user has to choose correct image that is chosen by user throughout a registration.

1.4 Proposed Architecture

In the design diagram we’ve got shown our application flow that however our application works i.e. once user opens the online application and tries to login we’ve got enforced varied existing Captcha’s as well as our planned captcha. the prevailing Captcha includes audio captcha, text captcha, numbers captcha, character captcha, etc. we tend to square measure attending to develop a ecommerce looking portal
wherever the user has got to login and proceed more for looking, if the user buys a product it’s additional to the go cart wherever the user will go and checkout to payment entrance, once the user is doing payment we’ve got enforced our Video-based click captcha to supply the protection supported AI wherever the user is shown a video and raise to click on the video at any purpose to any instance, to the backend we tend to collect the x,y,z axis purposes and RGB’s at the side of the time of instance and therefore the users clicks on submit button wherever he’s once more asked to click on identical video on identical point if the points matches the user is processed utterly and if not the user is once more directed to payment entrance

1.1 Architecture Diagram

1.5 Scope of Project

CAPTCHA plays vital role in World Wide internet security wherever it prevents larva programs and Hackers from abusing on-line services. This paper has conferred ideas and history of CAPTCHAs, and mentioned their applications. This paper describing classification of current CAPTCHA strategies supported text, images, voice, video and puzzle. In every classify there square measure many varied strategies has introduced and mentioned and to avoid the all captcha’s weakness that is caused by bots and OCR machines by introducing the new security primitive known as clickbased mostly video captcha.

1.6 Technical requirement

H/W System Configuration:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processor</th>
<th>Pentium –III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>1.1 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
<td>256 MB(min)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard Disk</td>
<td>20 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key Board</td>
<td>Standard Windows Keyboard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>Two or Three Button Mouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitor</td>
<td>SVGA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

S/W System Configuration:

| Operating System              | Windows95/98/2000/XP |
| Application Server             | Tomcat5.0/6.0x |
| Scripts                                  | Java Script. |
| Server side Script               | Java Server Pages. |
| Database                             | Mysql |
| Database Connectivity      | JDBC |
| Front End                         | HTML, Java, Jsp |

2 WORKING METHODLOGY

In CAPTCHA as a graphical passwords system there are a unit four types or ways of CAPTCHAs enforced as follows are:

1. Text CAPTCHAs
2. Image CAPTCHAs
3. Audio CAPTCHAs
4. Video CAPTCHAs [2], [5].

2.1 Text CAPTCHA

Text CAPTCHA square measure at random generated. These text CAPTCHA square measure presented the user throughout the language up process. These text CAPTCHA’s distinguishes humans from bots [2], [5].

---

### 1.5 Comparison between Existing System and Proposed System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Existing System</th>
<th>Proposed System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The Existing captcha is develop in 1997</td>
<td>1. We have to develop Video clicked based captcha in 2018.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. In existing system picture based authentication is designed to authenticate into the system.</td>
<td>2. we are introducing the concept to achieve new security primitive called Click based video captcha</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1.1 Architecture Diagram
2.1 Text CAPTCHAs

2.2 Audio CAPTCHAs

Audio CAPTCHAs measure second technique enforced within the system. Throughout the user sign on method, user is given audio CAPTCHAs that are generated at random. User has to hear it and sort it because it is to sign on. This again distinguishes humans from bots [2],[5].

2.3 Image CAPTCHAs

A method referred to as Cued Clicked Points (CCP) is enforced under the image recognition primarily based CAPTCHAs. Here the user will be given pictures, amongst that he has got to choose one and build 5 clicks anywhere on the image. These clicks are saved as parole [2],[5].

2.4 Video CAPTCHAs

Video CAPTCHAs are one more technique within the CAPTCHA system. Here during this methodology a video is provided to the user throughout linguistic communication up method. There will be few queries displayed for user to answer based on the video. If the answers matches to the answers hold on within the info user signs up successfully[2],[5].

3 SECURITY ANALYSIS

The simple captcha security analysis were case by case or on approximation primarily based. There’s no such conjectural security model nonetheless established. A captcha challenge usually consist of 6-10 characters however in CaRP there are a unit thirty or a lot of characters. The quality to interrupt a Click-Text image is about $\alpha_{30} P(N)/(\alpha_{10} P(N)) = \alpha_{20}$ times the complexity to break a CAPTCHA challenge generated by its underlying CAPTCHA scheme. As CaRP system area unit organized in 2 dimensions, segmentation becomes troublesome and sophisticated. Hence, it reduces distortion in generated pictures rising usability [4],[7].

3.1 On-line shot Attack

In automatic on-line shot attacks, dictionaries square measure created manually by trial and error method. If negligible chance is ignored, object on one among the generated image square measure computationally-independent from another generated image in CaRP. Trials in shot attacks are reciprocally independent [4],[7].

3.2 Human shot Attack

In human shot attacks, passwords square measure entered by humans by trial and error method. Humans shot method is much slower than computers. In straightforward captcha there square measure only eight characters however in CaRP there square measure around thirty three characters.

In Click Text that makes additional complications for humans to track positive identification. If we tend to assume
that a thousand individual’s square measure used to work eight hours per day with none stop during a human guessing attack, which all and sundry takes thirty seconds to finish one trial[4],[7].

3.3 Relay Attack

Relay attacks square measure enforced in many ways in which. Considering captcha challenges on websites to be hacked, one way of attack is to possess human surfers solve the challenges continue aquatics the web site the tactic used for determination CaRP is completely different from captcha challenge that makes person very tough to crack the positive identification. Even the input from user is useless for testing positive identification guess in CaRP [4],[7].

3.4 Shoulder-smurfing Attack

Shoulder-surfing attacks is mostly determined once Graphical passwords square measure entered publically place reminiscent of bank ATM. CaRP isn't sturdy however combined with dual-view technology will be thwart shoulder-surfing attacks [4],[7].

3.5 Advantage

- Avoids OCR attacks and prevent system from bots.
- Unbreakable captcha by machine attacks Due to its movable nature.
- Click points introduces external object moving i.e. mouse which is not possible for machine.

3.6 Disadvantage

- User complexity.

4 CONCLUSION

This paper explains construct of victimization CAPTCHA as graphical passwords. Security primitives because of that it becomes necessary to develop systems like graphical passwords which square measure exhausting to crack and square measure safer than the traditional passwords. However this technique prevents attacks made by bots.CAPTCHA plays vital role in World Wide net security wherever it prevents larva programs and Hackers from abusing on-line services. This paper has conferred ideas and history of CAPTCHAs, and mentioned their applications. Hence we’ve got introduced Associate in Nursing new click based mostly video captcha that resolves all the weakness of the opposite existing captcha and makes the system or net world free from larva attack [2],[6],[15].
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